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The maximum normalized beta achieved in long-pulse tokamak discharges at low collisionality falls
significantly below both that observed in short pulse discharges and that predicted by the ideal MHD
theory. Recent long-pulse experiments, in particular those simulating the International
Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor~ITER! @M. Rosenbluthet al., Plasma Physics and Controlled
Nuclear Fusion~International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna, 1995!, Vol. 2, p. 517# scenarios with
low collisionality ne* , are often limited by low-m/n nonideal magnetohydrodynamic~MHD!
modes. The effect of saturated MHD modes is a reduction of the confinement time by 10%–20%,
depending on the island size and location, and can lead to a disruption. Recent theories on
neoclassical destabilization of tearing modes, including the effects of a perturbed helical bootstrap
current, are successful in explaining the qualitative behavior of the resistive modes and recent
results are consistent with the size of the saturated islands. Also, a strong correlation is observed
between the onset of these low-m/n modes with sawteeth, edge localized modes~ELM!, or fishbone
events, consistent with the seed island required by the theory. We will focus on a quantitative
comparison between both the conventional resistive and neoclassical theories, and the experimental
results of several machines, which have all observed these low-m/n nonideal modes. This enables
us to single out the key issues in projecting the long-pulse beta limits of ITER-size tokamaks and
also to discuss possible plasma control methods that can increase the softb limit, decrease the seed
perturbations, and/or diminish the effects on confinement. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1070-664X~97!94005-2#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The ideal magnetohydrodynamic~MHD! theory has
been shown to adequately predict the upper bound for
beta limit in present day tokamak discharges, without w
stabilization and neglecting them51/n51 internal mode re-
lated to sawteeth activity and stabilized by nonideal effec1

The ideal limit can be expressed, for monotonicq profiles, as
bN[b(%)/@ I (MA)/ a(m)B(T)#'4l i , wherel i is the inter-
nal plasma inductance. This limit has been reached in m
of the tokamaks and can be increased with the help of s
cient toroidal rotation and a nearby conducting wall.2 How-
ever, these discharges have only been transient. In mor
cent experiments, when trying to maintain a high b
discharge for many confinement times, low-m/n resistive
modes have limited the achievable beta.3–8 A typical sce-
nario is shown in Fig. 1. At a constant density, the powe

*Paper 6IB3, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc.41, 1528~1996!.
†Invited speaker. Presently assigned to ITER-JCT San Diego under a V
agreement.
‡Permanent address: IPF, Universitaet Stuttgart, Pfaffenwaldring
D-70569 Stuttgart, Germany.
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stepped up and, typically after a sawtooth crash or an EL
a low-m/n mode is excited. In this case a 3/2, mode is on
at t52280 ms and grows on a resistive time scale to a s
rated island width (wsat), inducing a drop in the stored en
ergy such asDte /te[24(rs /a)

4wsat/rs , wherete is the
energy confinement time,rs is the radius of theq5m/n flux
surface, anda the minor plasma radius.9 This will be referred
to as a soft beta limit. In this shot the injected power
further increased and the 3/2 mode increases, but more
portantly a 2/1 mode is destabilized. This mode grows t
large size such that the rotation slows down and eventu
locks, inducing a disruption. This is referred to as a hard b
limit.

The typical value ofbN , at which these resistive mode
appear is in the range 1.5–2.5 in discharges similar to
International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor~ITER!
scenarios, high confinement modes~H modes! with edge lo-
calized modes~ELM!, and at a collisionality,ne*'neqR/
e3/2Te

2, similar to the one expected for ITER reference sc
narios. The idealbN limit for ITER scenarios is 3.5–4,10

while it requires onlybN>2 to be able to ignite. However
this value is exactly in the range where the resistive mo
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can appear and limit the operationalbN below 2. This is why
it is important for projecting ITER performance to be able
predict the physics of these modes. The neoclassical tea
mode theory was first developed ten years ago,11,12based on
neoclassical MHD,13~a! and was reemphasized recently,13~b!

showing the destabilizing effect of the perturbed bootst
current, but was correlated to the evolution of the satura
island width of resistive modes in the experiment only a fe
years ago in the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor~TFTR!.6

They have also been identified as a soft and/or hard b
limiting process in Axisymmetric Diverter Experimen
Upgrade~ASDEX-U!,5 COMPASS-D,8 DIII-D, 7 and JT60-U
~Japan Torus-60 Upgrade!.4 This has stimulated much theo
retical work as well,13–19related in particular to the threshol
island size of the seed island required by the theory, incl
ing the effect of finite ratio of perpendicular to parallel tran
port, x' /x i ,

14,15 and drift and polarization curren
effects.16–19

Neoclassical tearing modes are not the only modes
pable of limiting the operational beta. Other MHD effec
can occur even at relatively low beta, such as frequent g
ELMs, bp collapse, or external kink modes.

4,20,21These are,
in general, related to the ideal MHD limit, which can b
lower than (4l i) if the profiles are not optimized. Howeve
the ITER reference scenarios are clearly ideally stable w
respect to external kink modes and to ballooning modes
the core region. The axis safety factor is below uni
q0,1 and the pressure gradient near the edge is limited
the ballooning criteria, thus sawteeth and ELMs are expec
in ITER, which can trigger finite-size seed islands at t
q5m/n surfaces. Therefore the conventional resistive a
neoclassical modes are the most likely candidate to limit
operational beta in ITER. We shall therefore concentrate
this topic in this paper. We aim to determine whether t
ITER design range,bN52–2.5 that is 30%–40% below th
ideal limit, is reasonable and can be sustained in such lo
pulse monotonicq discharges~1000 s!. Therefore we have
analyzed the different aspects of the theory in a compreh
sive way and compared the predictions with the results fr

FIG. 1. Typical time history of the neoclassical modes. In this DIII-D d
charge #86144, a 3/2 mode is excited att52250 ms and induces a saturatio
of b. At t53450 ms, a 2/1 mode grows to a large amplitude until it loc
and triggers a disruption. The computed ideal limit for this case isbN

'3.4.
Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 5, May 1997
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ASDEX-U, COMPASS-D, DIII-D, JT60-U, and TFTR. This
provides us with a wide range of plasma parameters
permits identification of those parts of the theory that can
used with confidence to extrapolate to ITER and isolates
specific uncertainties limiting the accuracy of the pred
tions.

The physics of the neoclassical island evolution equat
and the comparison with experiments is described in Sec
where we show that the driving term explains the island e
lution very well and show how to distinguish these mod
from the conventional resistive theory. We discuss the p
jection to a plasma of the size and characteristics predic
for ITER in Sec. III, where we see that the predicted se
island threshold is 2–6 cm and therefore that neoclass
modes can be expected to be unstable in ITER. However
show that the growth time is of the order of 100 s, whi
gives plenty of operational time for profile or feedback co
trol. We also present a preliminary study, indicating that
cal electron cyclotron current drive~ECCD! can be used to
stabilize the modes. Finally, in Sec. IV, we summarize
results and discuss theoretical and experimental work nee
to gain confidence in the predictions to ITER.

II. NEOCLASSICAL TEARING THEORY AND
EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS

A. Modified Rutherford equation

The nonlinear island evolution in the ‘‘conventional
resistive theory is given by the Rutherford equation:22,23

tR
rs

dw

dt
5rsD8~w!2bprs

aGGJ
w

[rs~D82aw!2bprs
aGGJ
w

, ~1!

wheretR5m0rs
2/1.22hneo; hneo is the neoclassical resistiv

ity; rs is the location of theq5m/n flux surface; andr is the
radial coordinate related to the square root of the toroi
flux, r5a(F/Fa)

1/2; bp the local poloidal beta with
bp52m0p/Bpol

2 , Bpol5(dc/dr)/R0 , andc the poloidal flux;
D8 the usual tearing parameter, given by the jump in
logarithmic derivative of the radial magnetic field and driv
mainly by the equilibrium current gradient;a is the reduction
of this jump when the island is large enough to modify t
equilibrium current profile; and the last term is the stabilizi
Glasser–Green–Johnson~GGJ! effect due to the equilibrium
pressure gradients and favorable curvature in the outer
of the island.24–26Neoclassical effects such as the bootstr
current have to be included in Ohm’s law, not only in th
equilibrium calculation, but also in the stability calcu
lation.11,12Then a new driving term appears in Eq.~1! due to
the flattening of the pressure profile inside the island and
reduction of the bootstrap current that follows. This results
a negative perturbed helical bootstrap current inside the
land, which is destabilizing, as is sketched in Fig. 2: t
equilibrium magnetic field near the rational surfa
q5qs5m/n is written in the vicinity of the resonant surfac
asB>Bs1B* , where
1655Sauter et al.
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n.
B*5BuS 12
q

qs
D'2

qs8

qs
~r2rs!Bu ~2!

is the component in the helical directionz5u2nw/m per-
pendicular to the magnetic fieldBs at the rational surface
and the8 denotes the radial derivative with respect tor. If
B* , shown with the straight arrows in Fig. 2 is perturb
with a small radial magnetic fielddBr(r)sin z, islands are
formed and the new topology is shown as well. Due to
large parallel thermal conductivity, the temperature equ
brates on the new flux surfaces inside the island and
flattens the radial profile. Therefore the bootstrap curre
proportional to the radial temperature and density gradie
decreases and gives rise to a negative perturbed boot
current d j bs, which has the same helical structure as
island. As seen in Fig. 2,d j bs(;2Bs) reinforces the per-
turbed helical magnetic field and is therefore destabilizi
We note also from this figure that ifq8 is negative, then the
arrows on the magnetic surfaces change direction, w
d j bs remains unchanged, and the perturbed bootstrap cu
is stabilizing.11,12 If the island is small enough so that th
perpendicular transport can compete with the transport a
the magnetic field, then the pressure is less flattened a
reduces the driving term. Therefore there is a threshold
land width, related tox' /x i , below which the mode is
stable, assumingD8,0.14 The effect of the bootstrap curren
on the stability, and the dependence of the threshold isl
width on x' /x i , has been confirmed in a three dimensio
~3D! nonlinear noncircular toroidal code as well,27 where the
neoclassical stress tensor has been included in the high
reduced MHD equations used in theFARGO code.28

Several authors have also shown that inertia effects
ing rise to a finite polarization current through the perturb
electrostatic potential are also important.16–18 They found
that this term is large and stabilizing, assuming the isla
rotationv've* in the frame rotating with the plasma fluid
whereve*5T/(eBrsLTe) is the electron drift frequency an
LTe5Te /Te8 . However, a recent work indicates that this te
is destabilizing and of smaller amplitude without interacti

FIG. 2. Sketch of the helical component,z5u2nw/m, of the equilibrium
magnetic fieldB* near the resonant surfacers , perturbed by a small radia
field dBr . The equilibrium current is in the direction ofBs , whereas the
perturbed bootstrap currentd jbs inside the island is in the opposite directio
1656 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 5, May 1997
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with the wall.19 This work has pointed out an inconsisten
between the form of the velocity profile across the isla
separatrix and the other assumptions used in the model,
therefore more physics in the kinetic treatment is needed
resolve this issue. With this caution we include the polari
tion term and study its effect. Altogether the modified Ru
erford equation is given by14,8,15

tR
rs

dw

dt
5rsD8~w!1bprsS 2

âGGJ~w!

w

1 (
A5ne ,Te ,Ti

abs,A~ne* !
w

w21wd,A
2 ~ne* !

2
âpol~w,g!

w3 D , ~3!

with

âGGJ~w!>6
DR

bp
h1~w!'6

e2

s

Lq
2Lp

S 12
1

q2Dh1~w!,

~4a!

abs,A~ne* !'a2~2Lbs,A!
Lq

2Lp,A
, ~4b!

wd'5.1rsS q

esmD 1/2S x'

x i
D 1/4, ~4c!

âpol~w,g!'a3S Lq
2Lp

D 2rp
2 g~e,n i !h3~w!;

g~e,n i !5H 1 if
n i

eve*
>0.3,

e3/2 otherwise,
~4d!

where DR5E1F is defined in Refs. 24–25;n i58.16
3107ne20Zeff /Ti /(Timi)

1/2 is the ion collision frequency;
Lq5q/q85rs /s; Lp5p/p8; e5a/R0 ; R0 is the major ra-
dius; the coefficientsa253.2 anda359.3, from the large
aspect ratio results,14,18 are used here as free parameters
order 1 to fit the experiment and to compensate the un
tainty on the value ofD8; and the terms with a subscriptA
are defined below. Note thatD8, DR and the bootstrap curren
driving termabs can be computed using noncircular toroid
codes likePEST-III29 andCHEASE.30 Therefore one can expec
a constant value ofa2 valid for all the different geometries
and collisional regimes. We have takena252.6 anda355,
similar to Refs. 6 and 8, respectively. ForrsD8 we use the
results from cylindrical or large-m31 calculations when a re
constructed equilibrium is available and otherwise u
rsD852m, which is a typical value one obtains from th
cylindrical calculation, at least form>4, while (22m)
would give a lower bound. The exact form of the GGJ te
when the pressure profile is not flattened due to fin
x' /x i has still to be determined; that is why we have intr
duced a factorh1(w)5w2/(w21wdGGJ

2 ) similar to the modi-
fication of the bootstrap current term. It would be interesti
to extend the work done in Ref. 26 and determine whet
wdGGJ is smaller thanwd or if h1 has a different form. Note
that even thoughaGGJ is two to three times smaller tha
abs, it has to be included when comparing with experime
Sauter et al.
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Moreover, it has a different dependence one ~due to itsb
rather thanbp dependence!, which can enhance its impor
tance at a large inverse aspect ratio. Forwd we use
x'50.5* (11k2)* a2/6t thITER93,

32 and x i5vTe
2 te , except

when mentioned otherwise. Different forms ofx' and x i

have been used and they give about the same value fowd

within a factor 2.
As mentioned above, the exact form and sign of

polarization term is still under investigation, which is wh
we have introducedh3(w) to keep a general form. I
h351, one expects the value ofg to drop from 1 toe3/2 at the
onset of the mode whenn i /eve*,0.3,18 while if the term
has to be neglected we can setg50. Therefore we shall use
h351 andg50 or e3/2 in the remainder of the paper. Not
that the saturated widthwsat does not depend on the exa
form of aGGJandapol but only on their value at largew, and
we obtain, assumingD8,0,

wsat5bp

abs2aGGJ
2rsD8

. ~5!

This relation gives a good fit of the saturated island size
the m/n resistive modes observed experimentally,6–8 and
does not depend on the exact form ofâGGJ and âpol .

The termsLbs,A come from the contribution of the den
sity and temperature gradients in the bootstrap current.
total bootstrap current can be written as33

j bsi5
p

Bpo
S L31 ne8ne1Rpe~L311L32!

Te8

Te
1L31~11a i !

3~12Rpe!
Ti8

Ti
D , ~6!

where we have usedpi5p2pe , Rpe5pe /p'0.5, and
L31,L32,a i depend on the effective trapped fraction and
1/(11ne*

1/2
10.25ne* /Zeff

2 ).34 Therefore Lbs,A , for A5ne ,
Te , and Ti , is given by L31, Rpe(L311L32), and
L31(11a i)(12Rpe), respectively. Similarly, the term
1/Lp,A in Eq. ~4b! is given byne8/ne , Te8/Te , andTi8/Ti . The
corresponding value ofwd,A is wDn andwx i , as defined in
Ref. 15 forA5ne andTi , respectively, andwd , Eq.~4c!, for
A5Te . Here we shall consider only the flattening ofTe
~The contribution fromne8 andTi8 are implicitly included in
the free parametera2 andne8 is very small in most experi-
ments.! ThereforeLbs is then defined asRpe(L311L32) and
A5Te only. A database of high beta long-pulse discharg
ITERLPBL.DB1, with and without low-m/n resistive modes
is being assembled at the San Diego ITER-JCT working
~web page: http://picard.iterus.org/@mhd#!. It contains at
present 32 datasets from TFTR, 40 from DIII-D, 20 fro
COMPASS-D, 3 from ASDEX-U, and 2 from JT60-U. Us
ing the effect of trapped particles andZeff , we obtain the
following typical values for the coefficients in Eq.~5!, using
the local profile characteristics:

L31'20.660.1; L32'0.260.05; a i'20.6560.1,
~7!

which gives a typical value forLbs of 20.2, using
Rpe50.5. In comparison the expected values for ITER r
erence scenarios atq52 are L31520.6, L3250.2, and
Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 5, May 1997
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a i520.55, which are very similar, and, in particula
Lbs520.2 as well. One notes that the density gradients
much more efficient in driving bootstrap current than te
perature gradients and therefore ITER H-mode reference
narios, having flat density profiles, will have a smaller bo
strap fraction relative to some of the present experime
results. Note that ASDEX-U and DIII-D also have flat de
sity profiles.

The collisionality enters in the definition of several p
rameters of Eq.~3! and is always such as to decrease the b
limit when decreasingne* . This is why one can explain the
ne* dependence of the observed beta limit, even with
different terms taken separately

~a! The widthwd decreases with smallerne* values and
thus the island threshold decreases as well.

~b! The value ofg changes from a large value,g51, in the
collisional regime, to a small value,g5e3/2, when
n i /eve*,0.3, and therefore dramatically reduces t
critical island width as well.

~c! The bootstrap current increases at smallerne* values,
which is reflected in the 1/(11ne*

1/2) dependence of
L31 andL32.

Let us now discuss in more detail Eq.~3! and its main
characteristics. First, from the database, the typical rang
values of the relevant coefficients are

aGGJ50.07–0.27, ~8a!

abs50.45–0.85, ~8b!

wd50.5–1.9 ~cm!, ~8c!

apol~g5e3/2!51–5 ~cm2!, except for TFTR,

which has apol55–15 ~cm2!. ~8d!

For COMPASS-D, we have used the ‘‘convective’’ form o
wd , since it is in a very collisionless regime.

14 If we use the
same form for the other tokamaks,wd is typically twice as
large, and this gives the expected range of values ofwd . The
value ofapol is larger in TFTR due to more peaked profile
and a relatively larger value of the poloidal Larmor radi
rp because of higher temperatures atq5m/n. These param-
eters for ITER are of the same order:aGGJ520.25,
abs51, wd52.5 cm, andapol(g5e3/2)53. Taking into ac-
count for the different possible expressions forx' /x i ,
wd'2–5 cm in ITER.

A typical plot of the right side of Eq.~3! is shown in Fig.
3. Three curves are shown, using the typical parameters
g50 @continuous line, Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!# andg5e3/2 @dot-
ted line, Fig. 3~b!#, and at the criticalbp value @dashed line
Fig. 3~a!#. The value ofbp,onsetis taken from the TFTR sho
66873 att53.90 s, reproduced in Fig. 4 and that develop
4/3 mode of 5.2 cm saturated width. As mentioned abo
wsat does not depend onapol due to its 1/w3 dependence, as
seen in Fig. 3~b!. The main effect of the polarization curren
is to change the island threshold widthwcrit , and Fig. 3~b!
illustrates the uncertainty in the theoretical predictions, ty
cally in the range 0.2–3 cm. The typical characteristic
these neoclassical tearing modes is a hysteresis behavio
tween the value of beta at the onset of the mode and
1657Sauter et al.
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value at which the mode is stabilized, by lowering the inp
power while keeping the other plasma parameters cons
This can be understood from Fig. 3~a!: At bp5bp,onset, a
seed island of widthwseed.wcrit is destabilized and grows t
its saturated widthwsat. If the input power is then ramped
down, the island width decreases withbp and is stabilized at
bp5bp,crit,bp,onset. This hysteresis behavior has been se
in all the tokamaks mentioned earlier.

B. ‘‘Conventional’’ and neoclassical tearing modes

Let us now discuss how one can distinguish betwee
‘‘conventional’’ resistivem/n mode, havingD8.0, and a

FIG. 3. The right-hand side of Eq.~3! with parameters similar to the TFTR
shot 66873, rs534 cm, rsD8524, wd5wdGGJ50.8, aGGJ50.09,
abs50.7: ~a! apol50, andbp51.1 ~continuous line! andbp50.31 ~dashed
line!. The effect ofapol is shown in~b!, with apol51, bp51.1 ~dotted line!.

FIG. 4. Typical time evolution of a neoclassical mode (m/n54/3), includ-
ing the decay when the power is turned off. This TFTR case was publis
in Ref. 6, Fig. 2~b!. Note thatbp decreases slightly between the onset a
the saturated stage, due to the island.
1658 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 5, May 1997
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neoclassical tearing mode withD8,0, using the saturated
island width and the growth time from the experiment. Na
rally, one obvious way is to calculateD8 from an equilibrium
reconstructed using experimental measurements and d
mine if it is positive or negative. However,D8 depends on
the derivatives of the current orq profile, and for marginal
cases, it might be difficult to decide on the sign ofD8. In this
section, we quantify the accuracy on the value ofD8 needed
to distinguish between the two modes, using only the gro
ing and saturated phase of the evolution. Dividing Eqs.~1!
and ~3! by ursD8u, normalizing the distance byrs ,
w̄5w/rs , the time byt tear5tR/ursD8u, t̄5t/t tear, and keep-
ing only the terms necessary for recovering the satura
state, we can write the ‘‘conventional’’ Rutherford equatio
as:

dw̄

dt̄
512

w̄

w̄satconv
, ~9!

with w̄satconv5D8/(ars), and the neoclassically modifie
Rutherford equation, as

dw̄

dt̄
5211w̄satneo

w̄

w̄21w̄d
2 , ~10!

with w̄satneo5br(abs2aGGJ)/ursD8u. The island evolution
due to each of these equations is shown in Figs. 5~a! and
5~b!, respectively, for different values ofw̄satconv and
w̄satneo, respectively. For Fig. 5~b!, we chosew̄d50.025, as
in present tokamaks, and verified that usingw̄d50.01, as
expected for ITER, does not change the curves significan
Note that the mode does grow linear int, in Fig. 5~a!, and
proportional tot1/2 in Fig. 5~b!, for small t, but due to the
exponential saturation both type of curves cannot be dis
guished experimentally forwsat/rs<0.2. The typical values
of tR are 10–15 s for TFTR and JT60-U, 4 s for DIII-D, 2 s
for ASDEX-U and 1 s for COMPASS-D, while 800 s fo
ITER.

In order to show how to use Fig. 5, we shall do it for th
TFTR shot shown in Fig. 4. We havewsat/rs'0.15
(rs534 cm) and 80% of the saturated width is reached
about 0.2 s. From Fig. 5~a!, one needst̄50.25 to reach 80%
of a w̄sat50.15 island, that is a timet50.25tR/ursD8u.
Therefore, withrsD8'10, one can model the island growt
from the conventional resistive MHD. The same exerc
from Fig. 5~b! gives t̄.0.15, and thus one need
rsD8'25. Note that the latter value is approximately wh
was obtained using a cylindrical calculation in Ref.
(23.74) and is close to the typical value used here (2m).
One could argue thatD8 should be computed using a two
dimensional~2-D!-toroidal code likePEST-III, and Fig. 5, us-
ing the experimental values ofwsat/rs and of the growth
time, gives the accuracy at whichD8 has to be computed in
order to distinguish between a ‘‘conventional’’ and a ne
classical tearing mode. Comparing also with some DIII
shots, one typically needs (rsD8)>2m to model the mode
growth with the conventional theory andrsD8'2m for the
neoclassical case. ThereforeD8 has to be evaluated with a
accuracy better than6m/rs . In the case of TFTR, due to it
circular cross section and high-m modes, preliminary com-
parison with PEST-III shows that the cylindricalD8 is

d
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relevant.35 However, for the 2/1 mode, and, in particular,
ITER-like geometry as in DIII-D,D8 is often found to be
marginal, usingPEST-III, and an accuracy of6m/rs is not
easily obtained, due to the uncertainty on the reconstru
q8 andq9, which can explain the discrepancy mentioned
Ref. 7.

However, another characteristic of the mode, which is
decay with decreasingbp , allows one to distinguish betwee
a ‘‘conventional’’ and a neoclassical tearing mode. This w
shown in Ref. 6 for this TFTR shot 66873, whereD8 and all
the other parameters stayed constant, except forbp as the
NBI power was turned off att54 s. Note that the change i
beta is usually too small to affect the current andq profiles,
which is whyD8 stays about constant. One should also m
tion that the GGJ term cannot explain the island evoluti
since decreasingbp would reduce the stabilizing GGJ effe
and thus would not reduce the island width. One sees in
4 that the neoclassical island evolution follows well both t
growth and the decay of the mode, while keeping the f
parameters fixed. As mentioned above, ifbp is sufficiently
decreased, belowbp,crit , then the mode should be stabilize
This is seen in all the mentioned experiments and an
ample from COMPASS-D is shown in Fig. 6.8 The ECRH
power is ramped-down,bp decreases roughly linearly i
time, and so does the island width. Whenbp,bp,crit , the
mode is stabilized and its island width drops fromwmarg,
defined in Fig. 3, to zero. Thuswmarg is the marginal satu-
rated island width that can be sustained by the boots

FIG. 5. Time evolution versus the normalized timet, t̄5t/t tear, with v̄sat as
parameters. No assumption onursD8u, as it only enters int tear. ~a! Evolu-
tion according to Eq.~9!; ~b! evolution according to Eq.~10! with
w̄d50.025. The faster growth in~b! is due tot1/2.t for t,1.
Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 5, May 1997
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current driving term. Ifbp decreases or the collisionalit
increases, the islandw5wmarg decays away rapidly. Note
that the ‘‘theory’’ curve can reproduce well the island dec
and stabilization with or without the polarization term,
shown in Ref. 8, because thex' /x i and polarization contri-
butions are of the same order. Thereforebp,crit and wmarg

depend on the exact form at loww of the coefficients in Eq.
~4!. However, a systematic study ofbp,crit , wmarg, and of the
‘‘drop-rate’’ of the island oncebp,bp,crit across different
tokamaks should be sufficient to determine the relevanc
the polarization term and the magnitude of the differe
terms.36 At present analysis, the polarization term is need
to explain COMPASS-D data,8 while it seems to give too
large values ofwmarg in larger machines. However, the valu
of a3 was determined in Ref. 8 usingwd50, which increases
a3 , and one should redo the study with the full form of E
~3!, but only a parameter study can give a definite answ
Note that adding more detailed measurements to the data
will give us the opportunity to compare the details of t
theory over a wide range of plasma parameters and size.
is needed if one hopes to distinguish between factors of 2
in the theory.

C. Seed island

The neoclassical modes need6 a seed island of width
above the threshold valuewcrit , as shown in Fig. 3. This is
well correlated experimentally with other MHD events su
as sawteeth, edge-localized modes~ELMs! and fishbones.
Two examples are shown in Fig. 7, from DIII-D, where
sawtooth crash triggers a 3/2 mode, Fig. 7~a!, and an ELM
provides a seed perturbation for a 2/1 mode in Fig. 7~b!.
Experimentally, the typical size of the seed island driven
a sawtooth crash or an ELM has not been systematic
studied and the scaling with plasma parameters is not w
known. It also depends on the difference in toroidal rotat
between theq51 and theq5m/n surfaces, for example, fo

FIG. 6. Typical decay of the island size during a power ramped-do
shown for a COMPASS-D shot. Att50.29,bp,bp,crit , the mode is stabi-
lized and the island width drops very fast, consistent with the theoret
prediction, using the modified Rutherford equation~3!. This figure was pub-
lished in Ref. 8.
1659Sauter et al.
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the sawtooth crash, as well as on kinetic effects. Moreo
the theoretical value ofwcrit depends on the detailed form o
the GGJ term, the polarization term, and ofx' andx i in the
definition of wd , which are still under investigation. I
wdGGJ5wd , then the wcrit one obtains using only the
‘‘ x'’’ model, that is neglecting the polarization term, is typ
cally of a few millimeters, as can be seen in the example
Fig. 3~a!, which is too small. This shows that all the terms
Eq. ~3! have to be revised for smallw. Note also that the
perturbation at theq5m/n due to a sawtooth or an ELM
vary when varying the plasma parameters, in particular as
reconnection time varies. Therefore, while in qualitati
agreement with the theory, a quantitative analysis of the
set of the neoclassical modes, the scaling of the seed is
size with plasma parameters, and the physics of the s
island formation are still needed. In particular, we have s
that one typically sees these neoclassical modes at beta
ues two to three times higher than the critical limit, at whi
any seed island larger thanwmarg('wd) can be destabilized
Thus, it indicates that the maximum experimentally obser
availablewseedis typically smaller thanwmarg, and its actual
size determines the value of beta at the onset of the m
Thereforewd('wmarg) is a good measure of an upper bou
for the island threshold and would therefore be of the or
of 2–5 cm in ITER~up to 6–7 cm with the maximum polar
ization term taken into account!, including the uncertainty in
the definition ofwd .

III. PROJECTION TO ITER

In order to study the long-pulse beta limit in ITE
DIII-D made a systematic study of ITER-like sawtoothin
ELMy H-mode discharges withq95 ' 3–4, and varying the

FIG. 7. Correlation of a sawtooth crash~a! with the growth of a 3/2 mode,
and of an ELM~b! with the destabilization of a 2/1 mode in DIII-D. This i
typical of most tokamaks. In TFTR, the onset of the modes is someti
related to fishbones activity.
1660 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 5, May 1997
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density in order to reach ITER collisionality.7 The DIII-D
experimental scaling of the onset of the 3/2 and, in parti
lar, the 2/1 modes is given bybN;ne*

0.3260.02r
*
0.1360.15. Since

no unambiguousr* dependence can be singled out from t
data, we show in Fig. 8bN vs 5.2ne*

0.3 at the onset of the
m/n modes, withne* (Zeff51)50.012ne (10

20 m23)qR(m)/
e3/2Te

2(keV), where the local data atq5m/n from the data-
base are used. Typical values ofm/n are 3/2 and 4/3 for
ASDEX-U, TFTR, 3/2 and 2/1 for DIII-D, 2/1 for
COMPASS-D, and 5/2 and 3/1 for JT60-U. One should
corporate the effect ofZeff in ne* , however, these values ar
not complete in the database at present. Therefore we
Zeff51, as was done in Ref. 7. This would, for examp
move the JT60-U points to the right asZef f is about twice as
large as in the other shots. However, one sees a clear de
dence onne* , even if there is a large scatter of the data, a
if each machine might have a different scaling. This is due
the fact that it is very sensitive to the local profiles and mo
over to the formation of the seed islands. For example,
JT60-U long-pulse discharges haveqmin'2, using current-
drive and weak/negative magnetic shear, and no sawto
activity. The neoclassical tearing modes are typically se
after giant ELMs, which is why JT60-U was able to increa
its operational beta limit by increasing the plasm
triangularity.4 One also sees from Fig. 8 that th
COMPASS-D data do not depend onne* , but that another
mechanism is responsible for determining the onset of
modes. It was shown8 that this was consistent with
n i /eve* becoming smaller than a constant value of ab
0.3, which is a change in the value of the polarization ter
Finally, we also note that for some of the discharges,
ideal MHD limit was computed in order to make sure th
these modes were not due to a lower than expected i
limit due to unfavorable profiles. A limit consistent wit
bN ' 4l i was found~well above the actually observed limit!
for the external kink and with no wall stabilization.

An ITER reference point is also shown, where values
the q52 surface of an ignited scenario have been u

s

FIG. 8. HerebN versus localne* (Zeff51) at the onset of theq5m/n neo-
classical tearing mode from the ITERLPBL.DB1 database. Typical value
m/n are 3/2, 4/3, 2/1, and 5/2. The ITER point is obtained from theq52
plasma parameters, and withZeff51. The scaling was suggested by th
DIII-D data in Ref. 7.
Sauter et al.
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~ne2051.3, Te5Ti55.1 keV, rs52.4 m, I p521 MA,
R058.1 m, a52.8 m, ne0,2051.3, Te0520 keV,
Ti0519 keV, B055.6 T, Zeff51.5, bN52.2, andbp50.7!.
One sees that the ITER point lies in the middle of what c
be called the ‘‘gray region,’’ where neoclassical modes ha
been observed. Two points should be mentioned about
plot.

~1! Each of the tokamaks have similar discharges that do
have low-m/n resistive modes and have been sustain
for many energy confinement times, however, no d
charges, near ITER collisionality, have been obtain
with abN significantly larger and close to the ideal limi
which would be an approximately horizontal line
3.5–4 in Fig. 8. Therefore the ‘‘gray region’’ represen
the operational domain where neoclassical may or m
not occur depending on the local profiles and the av
able seed islands.3

~2! While the points are the values at the onset of the m
and most of the discharges, except for those with the
modes in DIII-D, can be sustained for manyt th with
these saturated modes, the sustained beta is in gene
the same value or slightly smaller due to the drop
confinement time induced by the saturated island. If
power is increased,t th is further reduced and the actu
beta value stays the same.

Note that everything else being constant, one expects
saturated island width to be proportional to (11ne*

1/2), due to
the collisionality dependence of the bootstrap current coe
cients, and therefore the operational or soft beta limit as w
From Fig. 8, one expects the ITER soft beta limit to be in
rangebN'2–2.5. One can change this limit by profile co
trol, as well as by avoiding the perturbations causing
large seed islands, as was done for example in JT60
where they have increasedqmin above 1 and have no saw
teeth, as mentioned above. However, keepingq0.1 might
require substantial current drive and removing the EL
would cause problems in particle control in ITER, so tha
better operational regime is ‘‘a H mode with frequent a
small amplitudes ELMs and sawteeth.’’ In JET~Joint Euro-
pean Torus!, they have been able to sustain long-pulse d
charges atbN values up to 3.37 This might be a challenge to
the neoclassical theory and should be studied in detail. H
ever, the local collisionality is somewhat larger than t
ITER value and therefore these data points tend to lie wit
or near the ‘‘gray region.’’ Moreover, as the fraction of fa
particles was rather high, one needs to study their effect
the stability of the neoclassical modes, which can be e
more important for ITER.

A crude estimation of the perturbation at theq5m/n
surface triggered by a sawtooth ‘‘gong,’’38 from toroidal
coupling without rotation effects, and assumin
dBr ,mn'0.5(a/rs)

m(rs/2R)dBu,m21,edge, gives wseed,mn

5@4rs
2(a/rs)

mdBu,m21,edge/(nB0s)#
1/2, with B0 the axial to-

roidal field anddBu,m,edge them/m component of the edge
perturbed poloidal magnetic field due to the sawtooth cra
Using values at theq52 surface, since the 2/1 mode is th
most probable mode to cause a disruption, one obtains
Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 5, May 1997
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wseed~ ITER,m/n52/1!'1.7@dBu,1,edge ~G!#1/2 ~cm!.
~11!

Therefore, aswcrit<6 cm, one can expect neoclassical mod
if the perturbation at the edge due to the sawtooth ‘‘gong’
of the order of 10 G, which is quite realistic. One sees fro
this crude estimate that a more precise scaling is neede
order to predict ITER performance.

If wseed.wcrit is satisfied, then one can define the ha
beta limit as the beta value at which the saturated isl
width of a given mode is of the order of its distance to t
edge. This criterion was used in Ref. 8 to successfully mo
the dependence onq95 of the hard beta limits in ASDEX-U
and COMPASS-D. Following this criteria,bN52.2 is an up-
per bound for ITER as the saturated island width would
60–70 cm at theq52 surface, whereasa2rs560 cm. Us-
ing Fig. 5~b!, tR5800 s,wsat/rs525%, andursD8u52, one
sees that the island would grow as follows:

It would reach 30 cm~w/wsat50.5!

in t50.08* 800/2'30 s.

It would reach 55 cm~w/wsat50.9!

in t50.40* 800/2'150 s.

Therefore, while being a hard beta limit, there is sufficie
time to detect the mode and stop the discharge before
disruption or try to stabilize or reduce the saturated wid
with a feedback system. A possible feedback mechanism
to replace the reduction of the bootstrap current inside
island by electron cyclotron current drive~ECCD!, as this
system can provide highly localized current deposition. T
can stabilize the mode completely. The typical bootstrap c
rent density in ITER reference scenarios
j bs'0.1 MA/m2, thus one has the following current to re
place, depending on the island sizewsat:

I bs~q52,wsat!'2prskwsatj bs'5 ~wsat/rs! ~MA !.

On the other hand, a value ofwsat/rs of 10% gives a 20%
drop in confinement time, which is the maximum value a
ceptable to maintain a reasonable performance. There
one has to provide 500 kA of ECCD in a normalized wid
of 10%. The driven current is given by the efficiencyg
(1020 m22 MA/MW) and one has the following require
ments:

IECCD5
g P ~MW!

ne ~1020 m23!R ~m!
5I bs55

wsat

rs
'5

Dr

r
,

whereDr/r determines the relative localization of the cu
rent profile. Therefore, assuming that 50 MW are availab
ne2051 andR58, an effective current efficiency,

geff[
g

Dr/r
'0.8,

is required. Thisgeff versus the normalized radius where t
current profile peaks,rpeak/a, is shown in Fig. 9~a! for a
launch 2 m above the equatorial plane and a toroidal an
varied from 0~perpendicular! to 45° along each curve. Th
poloidal angle with respect to the vertical line is a parame
and is varied from 80° to 130°, as indicated. One sees
1661Sauter et al.
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geff . 0.8 can be obtained atrs(q52)/a50.8. Note that this
is a preliminary study using the present design specificat
for the ITER ECRH system. The efficiency can be optimiz
as well as the actual requirement forgeff reduced when the
exact geometry of the island and the possibility of modu
ing the rf power in phase with the island O point are tak
into account. Also shown in Fig. 9~b! is the equilibrium
bootstrap current and the ECCD driven with 30 MW
ECRH power. This shows that it is possible to substitute
bootstrap current near theq52 surface, withDr/r<0.1,
within the ITER design parameters. Also, Fig. 9~a! shows
that other modes, with lowerq5m/n values, can be stabi
lized. However, the feasibility of such a feedback mechan
has to be demonstrated in present experiments first. S
experiments are underway in COMPASS-D and will be st
ied in ASDEX-U and DIII-D. The possible local modifica
tion of the current gradient by either ECCD and/or fast wa
current drive could also be used to reduceD8, i.e., make it
more negative, thus raising the neoclassical destabiliza
threshold, or to change the sawtooth behavior.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

An extensive study of the conventional and neoclass
resistive theories has been presented, including an inte
tion of all the previously published terms into a single isla
evolution equation. Most of the terms are valid for noncirc
lar toroidal MHD equilibria and a comparison with local da

FIG. 9. ~a! Effective current-drive efficiency,geff , as computed with the
codeTORAY normalized to peakedness of the deposition profile, versus
position of the profile peak, using an ITER equilibrium. The parameter is
poloidal angle, and the curves are obtained by varying the toroidal lau
angle. ~b! Corresponding ITER equilibrium bootstrap current density a
ECCD density obtained withP530 MW, versus normalized radius, fo
upol580° andw tor515°.
1662 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 5, May 1997
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from ASDEX-U, COMPASS-D, DIII-D, JT60-U, and TFTR
has also been shown. We have confirmed that the driv
term, namely the perturbed bootstrap current due to the
tening of the pressure profile in the island, is well defin
theoretically for large islands and predicts well the expe
mental saturated island widths. We have also pointed out
present limitations of the theory in order to predict the isla
threshold width, but have proposed an upper limit cor
sponding to the width at the maximum driving term.

Several tokamaks are limited in their long-pulse d
charges to beta values much lower than the ideal limit du
low-m/n resistive modes. These modes have been identi
as the neoclassical tearing modes. We have shown tha
hysteresis behavior of these modes betweenbp,onset and
bp,crit is a characteristic that helps to distinguish them fro
the conventional resistive tearing modes. We have also s
that the error in theD8 calculations need to be smaller tha
6 m/rs in order to be able to distinguish between the co
ventional and neoclassical growth of the island. Howev
the decay and stabilization of the mode atbp ' bp,crit clearly
identifies the mode as being driven by the perturbed bo
strap current, since theb dependence ofD8 is too weak to
explain the island evolution, and the GGJ term cannot
plain the evolution either.

These modes need a seed island of sizewseed.wcrit . The
growth of the neoclassical modes are well correlated w
other MHD events and are often triggered by sawtooth cra
ELMs, or fishbones. The exact form ofwcrit needs further
theoretical work, and the scaling ofwseedwith plasma param-
eters has to be quantified experimentally. However, in co
paring with results from ASDEX-U, COMPASS-D, DIII-D
JT60-U, and TFTR, we have shown thatwd , which mea-
sures the location where the drive is maximized, is a go
estimate of the upper bound forwcrit . The lower limit of
wcrit is not well determined but is of the order ofe1/2 rp .
This gives a maximum value of 2–6 cm for ITER, that
wd /rs'0.01–0.02. Therefore sawtooth and ELM contr
capabilities should be investigated for ITER, in order to
able to avoid these modes.

If the modes cannot be avoided, a limit o
bN52–2.2 (bp'0.7) is predicted for ITER since, at thi
beta value, the saturated island size at theq52 surface is of
the order of the distance to the edge and will cause a dis
tion. However, due to the very large resistive time in ITE
the island will need 150–200 s to grow to its full size. Ther
fore one has operational time to detect the mode and end
discharge before the disruption, since one needs less tha
s to decreaseb by a factor 10,39 or control the final saturated
size with an external feedback mechanism. Such a sys
could be ECCD, in order to replace the reduction of t
bootstrap current inside the island. We have shown that
is possible with 50 MW of ECRH power, using the prese
design specifications for the gyrotrons. However, this ne
to be first demonstrated in the present experiments. O
possible control mechanisms are keepingq0.1, reverse
shear configurations, since the neoclassical tearing mode
stable forq8,0, and profile control since they are very se
sitive to local parameters.

Further studies are underway to better quantify the p

e
e
h
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dictions to ITER, in particular, concerning the experimen
scaling of the typical seed islands due to sawteeth and EL
and the theoretical prediction ofwcrit , including kinetic and
rotation effects. Nonlinear three-dimensional~3D! MHD
simulation of the island growth in the present experime
are also in progress to determine if nonlinear effects can l
the final saturated island size. Finally, the reproducibility
the discharges with and without modes in the ‘‘gray regio
will indicate the level of plasma and profile control needed
ITER to avoid the modes in long-pulse discharges and
sustain the adequate target scenario: a long-pulse H m
with small and frequent sawteeth and ELMs.
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